Welcome to the ccNSO TechDay

ICANN Lisbon
2007-03-29
Agenda

09:30   Welcome and Introduction - (Eberhard Lisse)
09:45   Introduction to the Host ccTLD Setup (.PT)
10:15   Email Strategies (.co.ZA)
        Mass Mailings from a Registry/Registrar Perspective
10:45   Discussion
11:00   DNS Setup (.KR)
11:30   Registry Experience with Blade Technology (.CA)
12:00   Discussion
Agenda

12:15  Lunch
14:00  Registry Overview Anycast Experiences (.JP)
14:30  Discussion
14:45  DDoS Attack Analysis (Steve Conte)
15:15  Discussion
Agenda

15:30 Registrar’s View of ccTLD Registries (TUCOWS)
16:00 Discussion
16:15 Updates
   • DNS (Secondary) Co-Operative (.DE/.CZ)
   • Other Initiatives?
   • Topics for Next Meeting

19:00 Social (.co.ZA, .CZ, .NA)